Balloon Recipe

Boo Banner
Display this long-lasting, air-filled banner in your store as a
profitable décor idea for your customers’ parties. Just change out
the balloons to customize it for any occasion!

Estimated Cost: About $20
Labor: About 25 Minutes
Suggested Retail Price: $45-55

Materials:
• 5 18” “Boo! Eeeak!” Diamond Expressions
Microfoil Balloons
• 12 5” “Spider Eyes TopPrint” Onyx Black
Latex Balloons
• 12 5” Carnival Assortment Latex Balloons
• Adhesive Balloon Tabs
• Qualatex BalloonRibbon
• Clear Packaging Tape
• Monofilament (Fishing) Line

Instructions:
1. Air inflate an 18-inch Microfoil. Attach two adhesive tabs on seam of the left corner, aligning the holes.
Reinforce the tabs with clear packaging tape. Repeat to add tabs to the right corner of the balloon.
2. Inflate a 5-inch “Spider Eyes TopPrint” latex and a solid-color latex 3-inch and tie into a pair. Repeat to
make a second pair, then wrap the two pairs together to make a cluster. Tie ribbon around the holes in
the adhesive tabs, and use the ribbon to tie the cluster onto the tabs.
3. Repeat Step 1 with another Microfoil. Tie a ribbon onto one side and use this to tie the Microfoil into
the cluster from the first Microfoil.
4. Repeat Steps 1-3 to continue adding latex clusters and Microfoils until you reach the desired length for
your banner.
5. Curl lengths of BalloonRibbon and use them to roll up and tie the necks of each Microfoil.
6. Tie a length of monofilament onto each of the two outer clusters to hang the banner.

All balloons featured are Qualatex balloons from Pioneer Balloon Co. Photo and recipe are courtesy of Pioneer. For even more
balloon ideas, visit “Balloon Ideas” and “Instruction Sheets” on www.qualatex.com, or call 800-771-3968.
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